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Whot's thof crusly siuft on the rocks ond lrees?

ls it o corol? - No!

/s ll o moss? - No/

/s /i o fungus? - No/

ls lt on olgo? - No!

I t 's o l ichen!

T  ICHENS are  complex
I-l organisms made up of botb
alga and fungus, often more than
one species of each. They are
classified (named) according to
lhe fungus mmponant. They have
no true roots, leaves etc, only a
'thallus' which is often, though
nol always. flat to the surface on
which it is growing. Like fungi,
tbey reproduce by spores, and the
'cups' where the spores are
produced can often beseen - they
may bea differentcolour from the
rest ofthe organism, for example.
Some lichens grow very slowly,
and have been used !o 'age' the
exposed surface of rocks.

Lichens grow on rocks, tree-
trunks and even crusty soil. They
are mostly greenish-grcy, butsome
can be black, white or bright
orange. They produce chemicals
which decompose the rock on
which they are growing, and so
are important in the process of
weathering and soil formation.

Humans do occasionally use
lichen products - all schoolkids
will be familiar with litmus paper
for testing acidity - litmus is made
from a lichen found around the
Mediterranean. Another Med-
iterranean species is believed to
be the 'manna' which sustained
the Israelites during the flightftom
Egypt (you'd have to bedesperate
- the acid in the lichen fights with
the acid in your stomach ... !)

Lichens are easily damaged,
so are one of the first plantgroups
to disappear when woodlands and
granite outcrops are grazed. Irts
of lichens usually means good
oualitv bushland.

Solmon gum study

I HE stunning pink bark of the
I salmonsummakes ita favourite

eucalypt for irany people. However,
in the wheatbelt this tree now only
occupies a fraction of its former
range and its future is uncertain.
Your help is needed for a research
proj ect focussed on conserving these
wonderful trees.

With the aid of CSIRO funding,
Patricia Fox from UWA is presently
studying the flora ofremnantsalmon
gum woodlands !o provide much-
needed information for regional
conseryation. "The salmon gum is
a native Western Australian and
over 8O7o of the woodlands have
been cleared from the wheatbelt
area," she said. 'Little is known
aboutwhat other species grow with
this tree and how that tlora varies
across the wheatbelt.

"While some of the remaining
woodlands are on reserves, many
are onprivate land, and I'm looking
for landholden to let me know if
they have any salmon gums. I'm
also looking atthe effects ofgrazing
on the flora, so ideally would like to
have a range of sites on the same
property, including grazed and
ungrazed."

Patricia has already sta edwork
on one LFW property in the
northern wheatbelt, and she will be
coniinuing with her surveying rn
spring. She would like to hear from
people in the southern and eastern
wheatbelt, and also the York area,
who have salmon gum woodlands
on their property.

Contact: Patritia Fox, Botany Dept,
{IWA, Ned.lands 6907; Ph: 9j80
2219; fax: 9380 1001; or email:
pfox@cy I le ne. uw a. e d.u. au
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